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Deterininfi Relatii’e Attitude Determination of forniation Flying Vehides
Attitude determination is the process of estimating the three-axis orientation of vehicle
from various measurements, such as line-of-sight vectors. Determining the global
(inertial) attitude of a vehicle has been extensively studied in the past. This presentation
focuses on various approaches for relative attitude determination of a formation of
vehicles. The results provide an assessment on the accuracy of the deterministic attitude
solutions, given statistical properties of the assumed noisy measurements. Formation
flying employs multiple vehicles to maintain a specific relative attitude. Applications are
numerous involving all types of vehicles, including land (robotics), sea (autonomous
underwater autonomous vehicles), space (spacecraft formations) and air (uninhabited air
vehicles) systems. A formation of three vehicles is considered here in which each vehicle
is equipped with sensors to provide line-of-sight, and possibly range, measurements
between them. Three cases are shown. The first case determines the absolute (inertial)
attitude of a vehicle knowing the absolute positions of the other two. The second case
involves parallel beams between each vehicle, and the third case involves non-parallel
beams which requires range information to find deterministic attitude solutions.
Covariance analyses are provided to gain insight on the stochastic properties of the
attitude errors for all three cases.
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